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WORKSHOP

FEATURES
6 Days classroom

2 extra days if no coding exp

WHAT TO BRING
A

Assignments with solutions

B

Based on best practices

C

1 year access to videos

D

TYPICAL DAY

Laptop

AM

Concept explanation

Eclipse Installed

am

Learn by Doing

Positive Attitude

PM

Challenge of the Day

Questions

PM

Demo & Retrospective

With minimum of 4 GB RAM

Eclipse is the tool used to build
apps. It is free to download

Learning a new skill is not easy.
a positive attidue is necessary

We want you to ask a lot of
questions in class

9-10

10-12

1-3

3-5

Our trainers will explain the
concept and show you the steps

You will complete the steps that
the trainer showed you

Each day you will write code to
build an app with our help

We will randomy chose one
participants’ code to review

Registration

email

contact@ikompass.edu.sg

call

+ 65 66381203

android Workshop

enroll

www.ikompass.edu.sg

what is covered
Programming basics

Android Introduction

ECLIPSE, LAYOUTS, MENUS

Optional module. For those with no
programming experience, this module
covers the basics of writing good
code. starting with the basics of JAVA,
this module introduces participants to
object oriented programming

Introduction to Mobility and type of Apps
Hybrid, Nativ, web. Introduction to Android and
its Architecture. Introduction to view components in Android. Application Components in
Android.

What is Eclipse, Android Emulator, DDMS, ADT.
Creating Hello World App and Explanation
of Android project Structure. Listeners in
Android ex: onClick, onItemClick. How to show
a Toast in Android. Lifecycle, layouts and
menus.

Widgets and View Details

Media player

Web services and json

Widgets in Android, Checkbox, RadioButton,
ToggleButton, GridView, Listview
AutoCompleteTextView, Spinner, Webview.
Adapter Class concept to supply data for
AutoCompleteTextView.

App that shows Media Player MP3 sample And
Video Player. MediaPlayer class can be used
to control playback of audio/video files and
streams. Android SDK is providing MediaPlayer
Class to access android in built mediaplayer
services like playing audio, video etc.

The Android platform includes the json.org
libraries which allow working efficiently with
JSON files. But you can also easily integrated
other solution for parsing JSON files.

storage

Google Maps

other stuff.. .

Store application data in databases, files, or
preferences, in internal or removeable storage. You can also add a data backup service to
let users store and recover application and
system data. SQLite Database

With the Google Maps Android API, you
can add maps based on Google Maps data
to your application. The API automatically
handles access to Google Maps servers, data
downloading, map display, and response to map
gestures. basic map, change the users view of
a particular map area

Persistence
Data Modeling/MVC
CLoud Messaging
push notifications
certification
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why android matters?
The worldwide smartphone market grew 27.2% year over
year in the second quarter of 2014 (2014Q3), just over a
third of a billion shipments at 335 million units, according to data from the International Data Corporation (IDC)
Worldwide Quarterly Mobile Phone Tracker. At this pace,
2015 promises to close at nearly 1.3 billion shipments,
with Android taking the lion’s share, spread across over
180 tracked vendors.

Expert Trainers
Sanat

Prakash

dev

Sanat has over 13 years experience in
the software development industry.
He has worked with fortune 500 companies running large scale software
projects in various roles including that
of project manager, solution architect,
sponsor and development lead. Sanat
has been developing Android applications since 2008 for his enterprise clients in the area of finance and payment
systems. His main strengths lies in developing native applications that integrate with existing web services using
JSON . Sanat is a foodie and lives trying
our new recipes

Prakash has over 10 years experience
in writing code and is a big fan of Object
Oriented Programming. He is an expert
in Spring MVC and has been working
with web based applications for big
companies. He has a wealth of experience gained from companies such as
HP, Barclays, Ericsson. He loves mobile
applications development and has been
developing apps for the past 3 years.
His strength lies in creating solutions for
complex apps including games. He is an
avid scuba diver and loves to travel when
he gets time.

Dev has over 5 years of experience in
applications development. For the past
4 years, he has been working solely in
building apps on the Android platform.
He is an expert in Java and has recently
moved to becoming an expert in iOS. He
has created many apps on the app store
covering education, lifestyle and games.
He loves to build educational apps for
kids that encourages their inquisitive
nature. His main strength lies in working
with the different frameworks such as
MapKit, SpriteKit etc., Dev loves singing
and dancing.

Registration

eMAIL

contact@ikompass.edu.sg

Call

+ 65 66381203
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